
Waiting…
Subbing has traditionally been a waiting game, waiting for
that  call  to  come  inviting  you  to  take  over  someone’s
classroom for a day or sometimes more. There is one district
that for some reason last fall seems to have just stopped
calling me altogether. Actually, that is not strictly true-
the sub for the sub caller (yes, even they have ’em!) actually
called me a couple of weeks ago, but the regular caller hasn’t
called for over two months now. Well, at least I am blessed to
work in an age where I can grab jobs off the internet (by the
way, I refuse to capitalize this as if “internet” is the name
of a town or country). Unfortunately, that doesn’t always work
so I am left waiting until the morning of for some district to
call (yes even the computer systems call) or for a last-minute
bout  before  the  day  starts  to  at  least  find  a  half-day
position on the online systems.

Well, this morning I indeed received a call from one of the
districts. Enter password, this middle-school resource teacher
needs a sub, yada-yada. However, when it got to the end and I
selected “yes” for the job, the system said, “sorry, we are
unable to assign to job- goodbye.” Nice- why did you call me
then? Another district’s system locks the job when calling
someone so someone can’t select the job on the online system
when it is offering it to someone by phone; I guess this one
doesn’t.  Either  that  or  the  teacher  canceled  while  I  was
listening to the instructions. Since I was then awake, I sat
down at the computer and looked for a job. Fortunately I found
one right away- and one I wouldn’t need to be at until after
8:30, so back to bed I went for another hour. As usual, I
slept for only half that- I don’t know what it it, but I can’t
get good sleep lately. I constantly wake up and fall back
asleep throughout the night, sometimes laying awake or half-
awake for a while before going to sleep. It seems I have
picked up this problem from one of my parents…

https://www.tangents.org/school/waiting-2/

